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The Culture of Flowers

“above all [flowers are used] in establishing,
maintaining and even ending relationships, with
the dead as with the living, with divinities as with
humans" - (Goody 1993:2)



Flowers in the Maya World

• Associated throughout Mesoamerica with concepts as varied as beauty, death, the

afterlife, fertility, sex, ritual offerings, breath and souls, and elite power

• Hill even suggests that the entire ``complex system of spirituality" in Mesoamerica

and the Southwest was completely ``centered on metaphors of flowers" (1992:117).

• Flower World/Flower Mountain and fragrant breath souls



Flower Iconography as Sensory

Experience
• Synesthetic responses

• Visual and overlapping depictions of

scent and sound

• “the sound of speech or song would be

metaphorically expressed through

beautiful aromatic flowers or shining

jade" (Houston et al. 2006:178)

These paintings

represent beautiful

flowers and jewels,

which transform this

tomb into a fragrant,

paradisiacal resting

place for the king

Tikal Burial 48 Uxmal Stela 10

Detail of

Late Classic

vessel from

Naranjo



Flower World
Encompasses all of the following characteristics:

1) The Flower World is the land of the dead and the spirits,

as well as a beautiful chromatic world" filled with flowers,

butterflies, birds, and rainbows

2) People can conjure the sprit world through objects

associated with flowers

3) Flowers are ``metaphors for the soul and the heart

4) Fire is associated with flowers

5) A primarily male domain for ritual practice

(Hays-Gilpin and Hill 1999:2).

Images from Teotihuacan

Butterfly Warrior



Flower Mountain

Terminal Classic Uxmal

Teotihuacan

Early Classic Kaminaljuyu

Flower Mountain Censer



Floating and Falling

Flowers

Chichen Itza warriors

on Flower Mountains

Floral rain in ritual

contexts with

incense or music

often indicates that

scene in question

takes place in

supernatural floral

realm
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Palenque Temple of the Cross Tablet



Palenque Temple of the Cross Tablet



Breath Souls

Late Classic vessel 

Late Postclassic Youth with flower

and jade breath, Codex Borgia

Maize god

Late Classic

Palenque
Xultun

Yaxchilan



Flowers, Wind, and the Sun

Late Classic Palenque

Late Classic Scent Emanations

Early Classic

Tikal

The wind god with

floral rattles

Sun god stone

•   The wind god is associated with

flowers, music and breath souls

•    Classic Maya sun god's front

tooth is cut in the shape of the `T-

shaped'  ik' wind sign

•   Wind as connecting

element between

music and fragrance
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Analysis of Maya Floral

Iconography

• 23 Maya sites

• Primarily monumental and architectural relief carvings

• Creation of a “visual taxonomy”



Schematic Drawings of Flower Types



Flower Anatomy

a) The stigma (where pollen lands on the flower when it is fertilized).

b) Ovules (eventually turn into seeds).

c) The Ovary (eventually becomes the fruit in many cases).

d) Anthers (where the pollen is made and released from).

e) Petals (often brightly colored, come in various numbers).

f) Sepals (usually green and protect the growing flower bud).

g) Pedicel (the stalk by which the flower is attached to the rest of the plant)



a) The perianth, or the two

outer petal and sepal

whorls.

b) The filament of stamens.

c) Either the anthers or

stigmas, though perhaps

also associated with

scent.

a) Perhaps monadelphous stamens or a

visual depiction of emanating scent.

b) A central eye, which may be the stigma,

scent, or essence of the flower.

c) May be decorative elements evoking a four-

sided world, or may represent markings

on petals, scent, or stamens.

d) The petals and sepals, multiple whorls.

e) The scent elements, shaped like the wind

sign. ik'.



Late Classic

Yaxchilan

Late Classic vase

Late Classic

Piedras Negras

Postclassic Uxmal

Piedras Negras

Olmec Quatrefoil

with rain

Flowers with Four Petals

• Flowers with four petals

and marked center reflect

belief in four cornered world

with axis mundi

• Quatrefoil flowers are also

caves, portals, and symbols

of kingship

K’in sign



Water Lilies

Easily identified by

cross-hatched pads

and blossoms.

Sometimes appear as

water lily

monsters



Iconographic and Biological Species

Marigold
Datura Sunflower



Pseudobombax ellipticum Quirigua Pachira aqautica

Xultun

Morning Glory
Chichen

Itza

Evening

Primrose
K’in sign

More

comparisons



Artificial Flowers

• Earspools, hairpieces,
headdresses, jewelry,
tassels on sandals, and
patterns on cloth

• Feathers, jade, cloth

• Only rarely depict
flowers as part of actual
plants



Earspools

Quirigua

Yaxchilan

Yaxchilan

Palenque

Copan

Yaxchilan



Sandals

Piedras Negras Stela 8 Naranjo Stela 6 

Yaxchilan Lintel 46 

Naranjo Stela 30 

Quirigua Stela I

Quirigua Stela K West 

Xultun Stela 10 

Tzum Stela 1 

Palenque 



Headdresses

Early Classic Tikal

Three-petalled

floral diadem

Late Classic Palenque

Water lily headdress

Late Classic Yaxchilan

Headband

Itzimte

La Amelia 

Palenque

Xcalumkin

Piedras Negras

Medallion, feathery headdress



Birds and Flowers

Postclassic Chichen ItzaLate Classic vessel

Late Classic vessel

Late Classic Yaxchilan



Fish and FlowersYaxchilan
Yaxchilan

Chichen Itza
Itzimte

Palenque

Palenque

Machaquila



Geographic Distribution of

Flower Depictions
Maya sites with the

most flower
depictions (by total
number, not by type)
are: Palenque (35),
Yaxchilan (27),
Chichen Itza (27),
Piedras Negras (27),
and Quirigua (11)

Yaxchilan

Palenque



•Type A1 flowers most
widespread

•Water lilies appear the most
(41), primarily at Chichen
Itza and Palenque (21 times
together)

•Type I appears 19 times,
including 13 times at
Palenque and three times at
Yaxchilan

ToninaIxkun



map



Botanical Taxonomic Knowledge

Palenque House E



Changes over time
• Naturalistic vs. abstract depictions

• Artificial vs. biological depictions

• Role of scent and air

• Increase in water lilies and Asteraceae (sunflower)



• Fragrance as a
tool for creating
elite spaces
and refined
existences

Conclusions:

Flowers as

Symbols of

Beauty and

Power

Depictions of flowers on Late Classic Maya

vessels convey the “pleasant associations and

sensual richness to the daily court life of the

Classic Maya elite" (Houston and Taube

2000:265).



Conclusions:

Flowers as Symbols of

Beauty and Power

•Elite concerns,
conventionalized depictions,
art with ideological purpose

•Associations with Flower
Mountain and flowery
celestial realm of the sun

•Masculine realm of power


